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Throughout, X will denote a real Banach space, X* the dual space of
X, B and S the unit ball and the unit sphere of X, respectively,X X
 .V, S, m a complete positive measure space, p and q positive numbers
 .with 1rp q 1rq s 1 unless otherwise stated , and diam K the diameter
of K, where K is a subset of X.
Suppose K is a subset of a Banach space X. A point x is said to be an
extreme point of K if x g K and if y s z s x whenever y and z are in K
 .such that y q z r2 s x. A point x is said to be a strongly extreme point
 4  4of K if x g K and if lim y s lim z s x whenever y and z aren n n n n n
 .  .sequences in K such that lim y q z r2 s x. We use ext K str-ext Kn n n
 .to denote the set of extreme strongly extreme points of K.
Suppose K is a subset of X* and y is a point in K. The point y is said
to be an exposed point of K if there is an element z in X** such that
 .  .  4z y ) z w for all w in K _ y , and such a z is said to expose K at y.
The point y is said to be a strongly exposed point if there is an element z
 .  .in X** such that z y G z w for all w in K and the conditions that
 .  .y g K and lim z y s z y imply lim y s y in norm, and such a z isn n n n n
said to strongly expose K at y. Finally, y is said to be a weak* weak*
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.  .strongly exposed point of K if there is an element x in X that strongly
exposes K at y.
p .The symbol L m, X denotes the Banach space of all measurable
p . functions from V to X with finite p-norm, that is, L m, X s f :
5 5 4 5 5V ª X : f is measurable and f - ` , where f sp p
w 5  .5 p  .x1r p p . p .H f t dm t . We use L m to denote L m, X whenever X isV
the set of all real numbers. We write f ' g if the two functions f and g
are equal m-almost everywhere.
Suppose 1 F p - ` and 1 - q F ` with 1rp q 1rq s 1. The space
q . p .L m, X* embeds naturally into the dual of L m, X through the action
of w on h given by
w , h s w t , h t dm t .  .  .  . .H
V
q . p . q .for any w in L m, X* and h in L m, X . We will regard L m, X* as
p . p . q .a subspace of L m, X *. The spaces L m, X * and L m, X* are the
wsame if and only if X* has the RNP with respect to the measure m 2,
x q .Theorem IV.1.1 . For an arbitrary Banach space, L m, X* is not big
p .enough for a description of L m, X *. However, certain structures
of B p are the same as those of B q because of the factL  m , X .* L  m , X *.
 w xq pthat B is norm closed and weak* dense in B see 6 andL  m , X *. L  m , X .*
.Section 2 .
p . We can use weak* measurable functions to describe L m, X * see
.Section 3 . An X*-valued function f on V is said to be weak* measurable
  . .if the real-valued function f ? , x is measurable for every x in X. A
p .weak* density of a functional F in L m, X * is a weak* measurable
q .  . 5  .5function f on V such that there is g g L m with g t G f t for t in
 .   .  ..  . p .V and F h s H f t , h t dm t for any h in L m, X .V
w x pIn 6 , the authors studied weak* denting points of B . Using aL  m , X .*
new characterization of weak* denting points, we showed that an element
p . pf in L m, X * is a weak* denting point of B if and only ifL  m , X .*
 . 5  .5qf g S and f t r f t g w*-dent B for almost all t in supp f. InL  m , X *. X *
this paper we will study weak* strongly exposed points, weak* exposed
points, strongly extreme points, and extreme points of B p . We willL  m , X .*
show that if X is separable, then
 . p q1 f g w*-str-exp B if and only if f g S andL  m , X .* L  m , X *.
 . 5  .5f t r f t g w*-str-exp B for almost all t in supp f.X *
 . p2 Let F g S with a weak* density f. Then F g w*-L  m , X .*
 . 5  .5pexp B if and only if f t r f t g w*-exp B for almost all t gL  m , X .* X *
supp f.
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 . p p3 Let F g S with weak* density f. Then F g ext BL  m , X .* L  m , X .*
 . 5  .5if and only if f t r f t g ext B for almost all t g supp f.X *
 . The hypothesis of separability of X in 3 is crucial. There is see Example
.  .13 a non-separable Banach space X, a probability space V, S, m , and an
 .q pelement f in S such that f g ext B but f t g S _L  m , X *. L  m , X .* X *
ext B for all t in V. We will also show, using lifting theorem, that everyX *
strongly extreme point of B q is also a strongly extreme point ofL  m , X *.
B p .L  m , X .*
1. SOME TECHNICAL LEMMAS
q .Suppose f is a non-zero element in L m, X* . Define a measure m f , q
by
m E s w t dm t , .  .  .Hf , q
E
where
q
f t if t g supp f .w t s .  1 if t g V _ supp f .
p . p .Let I be the operator from L m , X to L m, X defined asf , q
qy1
f t h t if t g supp f .  .I h t s .  .  h t if t g V _ supp f . .
It is straightforward to prove the following lemma, which provides in many
5  .5cases the convenience of assuming the norm function f ? of f to be a
characteristic function.
LEMMA 1. The operator I is an isometric isomorphism and if I* is the
adjoint of I then
¡ f t .
if t g supp f~I* f t s f t .  .  .¢0 if t g V _ supp f .
 . q . 5  . .5Thus I* f is an element in L m , X* and I* f t is either 1 or 0 forf , q
each t in V.
 .Suppose M, d is a metric space and f is a mapping from V to M with
y1 .separable range such that f B is measurable whenever B is a Borel
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subset of M. It is obvious that for any « ) 0, there exists a countable
 4`  .partition E of V such that diam f E - « for all n. In particularn ns1 n
the following lemma holds.
 .LEMMA 2. 1 If f is a measurable function from V to a Banach space X
with separable range, then for any positi¨ e number « , there is a countable
 4`  .  .partition E of V such that diam f E - « for all n. 2 If X isn ns1 n
separable and f is a weak* measurable function from V to B , then for anyX *
metric d on B which induces the weak* topology on B and for any « ) 0,X * X *
 4`  .there is a countable partition E of V such that d-diam f E - « forn ns1 n
 .  .all n, where d-diam f E is the diameter of the set f E with respect to then n
metric d.
For our discussion, we also need the following lemma about partitions
that deals with separably ranged functions which may not be measurable.
In the proof of the lemma, we use the argument of exhaustion.
 .LEMMA 3. Suppose M, d is a metric space and A is a subset of V such
 .  .that m* A s m V - `, where m* is the outer measure associated to m. If g
is a mapping from V to M with separable range, then for any « ) 0, there exist
 4`a countable partition E of V and A ; A l E such that E isn ns1 n n n
 .  .  .measurable, m* A s m E and diam g A - « for all n.n n n
 .Proof. We may assume that m V ) 0. For a subset D of A, we define
D « s G ; D : diam g G -« , M D s sup m* G : G g D « . 4  4 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .Since g A is separable, we have M D ) 0 whenever m* D ) 0. The
 .  .  .function M ? is increasing in the sense that M B F M D whenever
1 .  .  .B ; D. Choose A g A « such that m* A G M A . There is B g 1 1 12
 .  .such that A ; B and m* A s m B . By induction, there exist a1 1 1 1
 4`  . .mutually disjoint sequence B in  and A in A _ D B « forn ns1 n i- n i
1 .  .  .n G 1, such that A ; B and m* A s m B G M A _ D B . Sincen n n n i- n i2
 .  .  .m V - `, we have lim m B s 0. Thus lim m* A s 0, which impliesn n n n
 .  .that lim M A _ D B s 0. Hence M A _ D B s 0, and son i- n i nG1 n
 .  .m* A _ D B s 0. Therefore m V _ D B s 0. Let E s B jnG1 n nG1 n 1 1
 .  4`V _ D B and E s B for n ) 1. Then E is a partition of VnG1 n n n n ns1
 .  .  .and A ; A l E with m* A s m E and diam g A - « . This com-n n n n n
pletes the proof.
5 5  .A norm on X is said to be Gateaux Frechet differentiable at x in
5 5 5 5 5 5.X if and only if lim x q l y q x y l y y 2 x rl s 0 for each y inl
 .B uniformly on B . Classical results by V. L. Smulyan relate theX X
exposed point structure of B to differentiability properties of the normX *
on X.
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w xLEMMA 4 3, Theorem III.5.4 . Let x* g S and x g S . Then xX * X
 .  .exposes strongly exposes B at x* if and only if x* x s 1 and the norm onX *
 .X is Gateaux Frechet differentiable at x.
2. WEAK* STRONGLY EXPOSED POINTS
In this section we study the weak* strongly exposed points of B p .L  m , X .*
w xTheorem 5 is a corollary of Theorem 2 in 5 , where the proof of the
 .theorem used a lifting of L* m and the Stonean space of m's measure
algebra. Our proof of Theorem 5 is elementary.
THEOREM 5. If f g w*-str-exp B p , then f g S q andL  m , X .* L  m , X *.
 . 5  .5f t r f t belongs to w*-str-exp B for almost all t in supp f.X *
Proof. Suppose f is strongly exposed by g in S p . It is obvious thatL  m , X .
5 5 q pf s 1. Since B is norm closed and weak* dense in B , theL  m , X *. L  m , X .*
element f must belong to B q . Hence f g S q . To show thatL  m , X *. L  m , X *.
 . 5  .5f t r f t g w*-str-exp B for almost all t in supp f , we may assumeX *
5  .5that f t is either 1 or 0 for each t in V by Lemma 1. It follows that
 .  .  .m supp f s 1. We may also assume that both f V and g V are separa-
ble. From
1 s f , g s f t , g t dm t .  .  .  . .H
V
5 5 5 5F f t g t dm t F f g s 1, .  .  .H q p
V
5  .5 q 5  .5 p   .  .. 5  .5 5  .5it is clear that g t s f t and f t , g t s f t g t almost
5  .5 5  .5everywhere. Since f t is either 1 or 0, we may assume that g t s
5  .5   .  ..f t s f t , g t for all t in V. Let F s supp f. To finish the proof of
 .  .the theorem, it suffices to show that g t strongly exposes B at f t forX *
 .almost all t in F. To prove this by contradiction we assume m* D ) 0,
where
D s t g F : g t does not w*-strongly expose B at f t . 4 .  .X *
Let D as the setn
t g F : for any « ) 0, there is x* g B such thatX *
1
5 5x*, g t ) 1 y « and x* y f t ) . .  . . 5n
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`  .Then D s D D and so m* D ) 0 for some n. Hence there is r ) 0ns1 n n
 .such that m* A ) 0, where A is the set
t g F : for any « ) 0 there is x* g B such that X *
5 5x*, g t ) 1 y « and x* y f t ) r .4 .  . .
 .  .Choose a measurable set E such that A ; E ; F and m E s m* A .
5 5Since g strongly exposes f , there is d ) 0 such that h y f -q
 .  .1r q  .qrr2 m E whenever h g B and h, g ) 1 y d . Let « beL  m , X *. 1
 4  4`min rr2, dr2 . By Lemma 2, there exists a countable partition E ofn ns1
 .  .E such that diam f E - « and diam g E - « for each n. Sincen 1 n 1
 .  .m* A l E s m E , we may assume that A l E is not empty for eachn n n
U  U  ..n. Let t g A l E and choose x g B such that x , g t ) 1 y «n n n X * n n 1
5 U  .5and x y f t ) r. Definen n
h s x f q xU xV _ E n En
nG1
Then h g B q . For each t g E , we haveL  m , X *. n
h t , g t s xU , g t s xU , g t q xU , g t y g t .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .n n n n n
) 1 y « y « s 1 y 2«1 1 1
and
U Uh t y f t s x y f t G x y f t y f t y f t .  .  .  .  .  .n n n n
r
) r y « G .1 2
 .  . 5 5  .  .1r qThus h, g ) 1 y 2« m E G 1 y d while h y f G rr2 m E ,q1
 .  .which is impossible. Hence g t strongly exposes B at f t for almost allX *
t in supp f , and the proof is complete.
Whether the converse of Theorem 5 holds is an open question. We are
going to show that the converse is true if X is either separable or a dual
space with the Radon]Nikodym property. Note that being separable is
preserved by isomorphism while being a dual space with the
Radon]Nikodym property is not.
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose X is a dual Banach space with the
 . 5  .5qRadon]Nikodym property. If f g S and f t r f t g w*-str-exp BL  m , X *. X *
for almost all t g supp f , then f g w*-str-exp B p .L  m , X .*
 . 5  .5qProof. Suppose f g S and f t r f t g w*-str-exp B for al-L  m , X *. X *
q .most all t g supp f. Let Y be a predual of X. Then L m, Y * s
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p . p . wL m, Y * s L m, X because X has the Radon]Nikodym property 2,
xTheorem IV.1.1 . Since B is norm closed and weak* dense in B , weY X *
have
w*-str-exp B s w*-str-exp B s str-exp B .X * Y ** Y
 . 5  .5qThus f g S and f t r f t g str-exp B for almost all t g supp f.L  m , Y . Y
w x qBy 7, Theorem 7 , we have f g str-exp B . On the other hand,L  m , Y .
w*-str-exp B p s w*-str-exp B q s str-exp B q .L  m , X .* L  m , Y .** L  m , Y .
Therefore f g w*-str-exp B p , and the proof is complete.L  m , X .*
THEOREM 7. Suppose X is a separable Banach space. If f g S qL  m , X *.
 . 5  .5and f t r f t g w*-str-exp B for almost all t g supp f , then f g w*-str-X *
exp B p .L  m , X .*
 . 5  .5qProof. Suppose f g S and f t r f t g w*-str-exp B forL  m , X *. X *
almost all t in supp f. As in the proof of Theorem 5, we may assume
5  .5  .that f t is either 1 or 0 for each t in V. Then m supp f s 1. It is
obvious that f is a weak* strongly exposed point of B p if andL  m , X .*
only if the restriction of f on supp f is such a point of B p .L  m < , X .*supp f
 .  .Thus we may assume that V, S, m is a probability space, isf V
 .separable, and f V ; w*-str-exp B . Then there exists a function gX *
 .  .from V to S such that g t strongly exposes B at f t for every t in V.X X *
  .  ..By Lemma 4, f t , g t s 1 and the norm on X is Frechet differentiable
 .at g t for every t in V. For any subset A of V and positive numbers «
and l, we put
A « , l s t g A: g t q l x q g t y l x y 2 .  .  .
- l« for all x in B .4X
 .  .  .Then A s D A « , l and A « , l ; A « , l whenever l - l . Thusl) 0 2 1 1 2
  ..  .for any d ) 0, there is l ) 0 such that m* A « , l ) m* A y d . It is
 .  .obvious that A « , l s A l V « , l .
1 1  ..  .Let 1 ) « ) 0. There is 1 ) l ) 0 with m* V « , l ) m* V s .1 1 1 1 2 2
 .  .Choose a measurable set F such that V « , l ; F and m F s1 1
1  ..m* V « , l . Let « s l « . Since g is of separable range, by Lemmas 21 1 2 1 12
 4`  .and 3 there exist a countable partition F of F and A ; V « , l ln ns1 n 1 1
 .  .  .  .F such that m* A s m F , diam f F - « , and diam g A - « forn n n n 2 n 2
1n1 .each n. Choose n ) 0 such that m D F ) . Then there exists l1 js1 j 22
1n1  .  4.with 0 - l - l such that m* V « , l l D F ) . For each 0 -2 1 2 2 js1 j 2
 .j F n , choose a measurable set B with V « , l l F ; B ; F1 j 2 2 j j j
1  . .  .and m* V « , l l F s m B . Let « s l « . By Lemmas 2 and 3,2 2 j j 3 2 22
 4`  .there exist a countable partition F of B and A ; V « , l ljn ns1 j jn 2 2
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 .  .  .  .F such that m* A s m F , diam f F - « , and diam g A - «jn jn jn jn 3 jn 3
1n1 .for each n. Since m D B ) , we can choose n ) 0 such thatjs1 j 22
1 .m D F ) . By induction there exist l ) 0 and n ) 01F jF n , 1F nF n jn i i21 2
for i ) 0, and subsets F and A of V for a in D, where D is the uniona a
 4  4  4of the sets 1, . . . , n = 1, . . . , n = ??? = 1, . . . , n , k ) 0, with the1 2 k
partial order defined by
i , . . . , i F j , . . . , j if and only if m F n , i s j for k s 1, . . . , m , .  .1 m 1 n k k
 .  .such that the assertions 1 ] 6 hold,
 .  .  .1 F is measurable, A ; F and m* A s m F ,a a a a a
 .2 F ; F and A ; A if b G a ,b a b a
 .3 F l F s f if a and b are not comparable,b a
 .  .  .  .4 A ; V « , l and diam g A - « , diam f F - « fora k k a kq1 a kq1
 4  4each a g D , where D is the set 1, . . . , n = 1, . . . , n = ??? =k k 1 2
1 41, . . . , n and « s l « ,k kq1 k k2
1 .  .5  m F ) ,a g D a 2k
 .6 0 - l - l and l - 1.kq1 k 1
 4Let E s F D F and D s a g D : A l E / B . Then1 k G1 a g D a k k a 1k1 .m E ) . Since E is measurable and E is a subset of D F for1 1 1 a g D a2 k
 .   ..   ..k ) 0, we have m E s m* E l D A s m* E l D A .1 1 a g D a 1 a g D ak k
Choose t g A l E for a g D . Define for each k ) 0 a function ga a 1 k k
 .from E to X by g s  g t x . If t is an element in E l1 k a g D a Fa 1k
 .D A , then t g A for some a g D and some n, 0 - n F n ,a g D a a n k kq1kq 1
 .  .where we use a n to denote the k q 1 -tuple i , . . . , i , n is a s1 k
 .i , . . . , i . Thus1 k
g t y g t s g t y g t F diam g A - « .  .  .  .  .kq1 k a n a a kq1
and
1 G f t , g t s f t , g t .  .  .  . .  .k a
s f t , g t y f t y f t , g t )1 y « . .  .  .  .  . .  .a a a a kq1
5  .  .5   .  ..So g t y g t - « and 1 G f t , g t ) 1 y « on the setkq1 k kq1 k kq1
 .E l D A whose outer measure equals the measure of E .1 a g D a 1kq 1
5  .5   .  .. .Thus g y g t - « and 1 G f t , g t ) 1 y « fortkq1 k kq1 k kq1
5  .  .5almost all t in E . We can prove similarly that g t y g t - «1 kqm k kq1
for almost all t in E for m ) 1. Without loss of generality, we may1
5  .  .5   .  ..assume that g t y g t - « and 1 G f t , g t ) 1 y «kqm k kq1 k kq1
 4`for all t in E . Since lim « s 0, the sequence g converges uniformly1 k k k ks1
 .   .  ..to a measurable function h . It is obvious that h t g S , f t , h t s 1,1 1 X 1
5  .  .5and h t y g t F « .1 k kq1
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 .To show that the norm on X is Frechet differentiable at h t we let1
G s t g E : h t q l x q h t y l x y 2  .  .k 1 1 kq1 1 kq1
- l « for all x in B .4kq1 k X
 .Then G is measurable. If t is in E l D A and x is in B , thenk 1 a g D a Xkq 1
h t q l x q h t y l x y 2 .  .1 kq1 1 kq1
F g t q l x q g t y l x y 2 .  .kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1
q 2 h t y g t -2l « -l « . .  .1 kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1 k
 .  .  .  .Thus m G s m E . Let G s F G . It is obvious that m G s m Ek 1 k G1 k 1
 .   .and that the norm on X is Frechet differentiable at h t and f t ,1
 ..  .h t s 1 for every t in G. By Lemma 4, h t strongly exposes B at1 1 X *
 .f t for almost all t in E .1
 4`By induction we can find a sequence E of measurable sets andn ns1
 .measurable functions h from E to S , such that h t strongly exposesn n X n
 . n  .B at f t for almost all t in E , E ; V _ D E , and m E GX * n nq1 js1 j nq1
1 n ` .  .m V _ D E . It follows that m V _ D E s 0. Thus we mayjs1 j ns1 n2
 4`assume that E is a partition of V. Let h be the function from V ton ns1
5  .5 5  .5X whose restriction on each E equals h . Then h t s f t s 1 andn n
 .  . w x p . qh t strongly exposes B at f t 9 . Since h is in L m, X and BX * L  m , X *.
is weak* dense in B p , it strongly exposes B p at f. ThereforeL  m , X .* L  m , X .*
f g w*-str-exp B p , and the proof is complete.L  m , X .*
3. WEAK* DENSITIES
p .In this section, we study representations of the dual space L m, X as
spaces of certain weak* measurable functions from V to X*. The results
p .of this section will allow us in Section 5 to treat L m, X * as if it were
q .L m, X* .
 .Let L m be the set of all m-measurable real-valued functions on V.
For any X-valued function f on V and p with 1 F p F `, we define the
5 5L -seminorm f of f bypp
5 5 5 5f s inf g : g g L m and g t G f t for t in V , .  .  . 4p p
5 5where g is the usual L -norm of g, for example, if 1 F p - `,p p
1rp
p
5 5g s g t dm t . .  .p H
V
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U  .  . 5 5Occasionally we use H f t dm t to denote f if f G 0. For 1 - q F `,1V
qw xwe denote by L m, X*, w* the set of all X*-valued weak* measurable
 qw x 5 5 .functions with finite L -norm. It is obvious that L m, X*, w* , is aqq
w xseminormed space. For a function f in it, we use f to denote the
qw xequivalent class in L m, X*, w* determined by f , that is,
w x q w xf s g : g g L m , X*, w* and g '*f , 4
 .  .where g '*f means that g is weak* equivalent to f , i.e., x, f ' x, g
for all x in X.
Define
5 5w x w xf s inf g : g g f . 4p p
qw x w x qw x4  qw x 5 5 .Let L m, X*, w* s f : f g L m, X*, w* . Then L m, X*, w* , q
qw xis a Banach space. There is a natural mapping I from L m, X*, w* to
p . w x qw x p .L m, X *, namely, for each f in L m, X*, w* and g in L m, X ,
 w x .   .  ..  .I f , g s H f t , g t dm t , where 1 F p - ` and 1 - q F ` with 1rV
p q 1rq s 1.
It is clear that I is well defined and linear. This mapping I is also
5 w x5 5 5 w x qw xcontractive, i.e., it satisfies I f F f for every f in L m, X*, w* .q
5 w x5 5w x5 5 w x5 5 5To prove I f F f we only need to verify that I f F f . Toq q
 .  . 5  .5this end, let h g L m such that h t G f t for t in V. For each g in
p .L m, X we have
w xI f , g s f t , g t dm t F f t , g t dm t .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .H H
V V
5 5 5 5 5 5F h t g t dm t F h g . .  .  .H q p
V
5 w x5 5 5  .  . 5  .5Thus I f F h for each h g L m such that h t G f t for t in V;q
5 w x5 5 5hence I f F f .q
q . qw xThere is also a natural mapping J from L m, X* to L m, X*, w*
 . w x 5  .5 5 5defined by J f s f . J is linear and J f s f for every f inq q
q . 5 5 5  .5 5  .5 5 5L m, X* because f s IJ f F J f F f . So the map J is anq q q
w x  .isometric embedding. In 8 , it is proved that if V, S, m is strictly
  . .localizable in particular, if V, S, m is s-finite , then I is an isometric
qw x w xisomorphism and for each f in L m, X*, w* there is g g f such that
5w x5 5 5f s g . We are going to show that this conclusion holds under noq q
 .restriction on the measure space V, S, m for 1 - p - `, and because of
qw x p .this we may identify L m, X*, w* with L m, X *. The condition that
 .the measure space V, S, m is strictly localizable is necessary for p s 1, in
` . 1 .fact, even in the scalar case L m may not be the dual of L m if that
p . q .condition fails, although the dual of L m is always L m for 1 - p - `.
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THEOREM 8. Let 1 - p, q - ` with 1rp q 1rq s 1. then the natural
qw x p .map I from L m, X*, w* to L m, X * is an isometric isomorphism, and
qw x w x 5w x5 5 5for each f in L m, X*, w* there is g g f such that f s g . Thusq q
p . 5 5 5 5e¨ery element F in L m, X * has a weak* density g such that F s g .q
p .Proof. Let F be a point in L m, X *.
Claim. There is a s-finite measurable subset E of V such that
 . p .F h s 0 for any h in L m, X with supp h ; V _ E.
 4`To find such a set E we choose a sequence f in the unit ball ofn ns1
p .  .L m, X such that for each n G 1, F f ) 1 y 1rn. Let E be the unionn
 4`  .of supp f . Then E is s-finite and it is easy to verify that F h s 0 forn ns1
p .any h in L m, X with supp h ; V _ E.
Let m be the restriction of m to S , where S s F: F g S andE E E
4  .F ; E . Then E, S , m is s-finite. Let H be the restriction of F toE E
p . p .  .L m , X . It is obvious that H is in L m , X *. Since E, S , m isE E E E
qw x w x.s-finite, there is a function h in L m, X*, w* such that I h s H and
5 5 5 5H s h . We can extend h to a function g on V by letting g be zeroq
 . 5w x5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5on V _ E. Then I g s F and g G F G H s h s g Gq q q
5w x5 5 5 5w x5 5 5g . Thus F s g s g . Hence I is an isometric isomorphism.q q q
qw xFinally, for each f in L m, X*, w* , there is, as shown above, a
qw x w x. w x. 5 w x.5function g in L m, X*, w* such that I g s I f and I f s
5w x5 5 5 w x 5w x5 5 5g s g . Hence g g f and f s g and the proof isq q q q
complete.
 .Let M m be the set of all bounded m-measurable real-valued func-b
 .tions on V, and let M m, X*, w* be the set of all bounded weak*-b
 .measurable X*-valued functions on V. A mapping r from M m intob
 .itself is called a lifting on M m if r has the following properties:b
 .i r is linear and multiplicative,
 .  .  .ii r f s r g if g ' g,
 .  .  .iii r f ' f for every f in M m , andb
 .  .iv r 1 s 1, where 1 is the characteristic function of V.
 .   .It is known that if V, S, m is s-finite more generally, if V, S, m is
.  . w xstrictly localizable , then there exists a lifting on M m 8 . For a fixedb
 . w xlifting r on M m there exists 8 a unique mapping r* fromb
 .   .M m, X*, w* into itself called the lifting on M m, X*, w* associatedb b
.  .with r such that for every f in M m, X*, w* ,b
 .  .i r* f '*f ,
 .  .  .ii r* g s r* f if g '*f , and
 .   . ..   . . .iii r f ? , x s r* f ? , x for every x in X.
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w x 5  .5 5w x5It is easy to verify that r* is linear. It is proved in 8 that r* f s f` `
 .and that r* f ' f in case f is measurable. Thus r* induces an isometric
`w x `w x w x.embedding T from L m, X*, w* into L m, X*, w* such that T f ' f
` .whenever f is in L m, X* , where T is defined by
w x `w xT f s r* g if f is in L m , X*, w* and . .
w xg is in M m , X*, w* such that gg f . .b
 .Hence, if V, S, m is s-finite, then there is an isometric embedding T
1 . `w x w x.from L m, X * into L m, X*, w* , such that T f ' f whenever f is
` . 1 . 1 .in L m, X* and for any F in L m, X * and any g in L m, X ,
 .   . .  ..  .F g s H T F t , g t dm t . A similar result for 1 - p - ` can beV
w xfound in 8 . For our discussion, we need the following theorem which is
w xmainly the combination of Theorem VII.5.9 and Proposition VI.6.4 in 8 .
 .Theorem 9 iii follows from the construction of the mapping T and the
linearity of the mapping r* mentioned above.
THEOREM 9. Let 1 - p - ` and 1 - q - ` with 1rp q 1rq s 1. Sup-
 . p .pose V, S, m is s-finite. There is a natural mapping T from L m, X * to
qw xL m, X*, w* such that
 .  . q .i T f ' f if f is in L m, X* ,
 . p . p .  .ii for any F in L m, X * and g in L m, X , F g s
  . .  ..  .H T F t , g t dm t ,V
 . p . iii for F and G in L m, X * and real numbers a and b, T aF q
.  .  .bG ' aT F q bT G ,
 . 5  .5 5 5 p .iv T F s F for all F in L m, X *.q
The mapping T in Theorem 9 can be chosen to be linear as was proved
in an earlier version of this paper. Now we conclude this section by
5  .5considering the measurability of the norm function h ? , where h is a
p .weak* density of some F in L m, X *.
PROPOSITION 10. Let 1 - p, q - ` with 1rp q 1rq s 1 and let F be a
p . 5 5 5 5point in L m, X *. If h is a weak* density of F such that F s h , thenq
5  .5the real-¨ alued function h ? is measurable.
5 5  4`Proof. We may assume that F s 1. Choose a sequence f in then ns1
p .  .unit ball of L m, X such that for each n G 1, F f ) 1 y 1rn. Thenn
1 *
1 y - h t , f t dm t F h t f t dm t .  .  .  .  .  . .H Hn nn V V
5 5 5 5F h f F 1. ) .q pn
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It follows that if m ) n G 1, then
1 f t q f t .  .n m
1 y - h t , dm t .  .H  /n 2V
f ? q f ? .  .* n mF h t dm t .  .H 2V
f ? q f ? .  .n m
5 5F h F 1.q 2 p
55  .5 5  .5. 5 p .Thus lim f ? q f ? r2 s 1. Since L m is uniformly convex,pn, m n m
5  .54`the sequence f ? converges to some measurable function f inn ns1
p .L m . Thus
* *
5 5h s 1 s lim h t f t dm t s h t f t dm t .  .  .  .  .  .1 H Hn
n V V
*
5 < 5 5 5 5 < 5s h t f t dm t F h f F h F 1. .  .  .H supp f q p supp f q
supp f
5  .5  .So h t s 0 for almost all t in V _ supp f. By ) ,
*
lim h t f t y h t , f t dm t s 0. .  .  .  .  . .H n n
n V
5  .5  . w 5  .5 5  .5We may assume that lim f t s f t and lim h t f t yn n n n
  .  ..x 5  . 5h t , f t s 0 for almost all t in V . Then h t sn
  .  ..  .. 5  .5lim h t , f t rf t . Hence h ? is measurable and the proof isn n
complete.
4. WEAK* EXPOSED POINTS
The purpose of this section is to characterize weak* exposed points in
p .L m, X * for a separable Banach space X. For the discussions in these
last two sections, the following remarks are helpful. Let F be an element
p .  .in L m, X *. Then F has a weak* density f see Theorem 8 . Suppose g
is also a weak* density of F. Then f and g are weak* equivalent, i.e.,
  . .   . .f ? , x ' g ? , x for every x in X. If, in addition, X is separable, then
 .  . 5  .5 5 5f t s g t for almost all t in V, thus f ? is measurable and F s
w 5  .5 q  .x1r q  .H f t dm t see Theorem 8 and Proposition 10 . In the proofs ofV
Theorems 11 and 12, we need the following stronger version of Lemma 1.
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qw x 5  .5Suppose f is a nonzero element in L m, X*, w* such that f ? is
 5  .5 q ..  .measurable thus f ? is in L m . Define a measure m by m E sf , q f , q
 .  .H w t dm t , whereE
q
f t if t g supp f .w t s .  1 if t g V _ supp f .
p . p .Let I be the operator from L m , X to L m, X defined asf , q
qy1
f t h t if t g supp f .  .I h t s .  .  h t if t g V _ supp f . .
Then the operator I is an isometric isomorphism. Let
¡ f t .
if t g supp f~h t s f t .  .¢0 if t g V _ supp f .
p .If F is in L m, X * with f as its weak* density, then h is a weak* density
 .  . 5  .5of I* F . Thus I* F has a weak* density h such that h t is either 1 or
0 for each t in V.
THEOREM 11. Suppose X is a separable Banach space. Let F g S pL  m , X .*
 . 5  .5pwith weak* density f. Then F g w*-exp B if and only if f t r f t gL  m , X .*
w*-exp B for almost all t g supp f.X *
 4`Proof. Let x be a dense subset of S and let d be the metric onn ns1 X 1
X* given by
`
ynd x*, y* s 2 x x* y y* . .  .1 n
ns1
The topology on every bounded subset of X* associated with metric d1
coincides with the weak* topology on that set. Since f is weak* measur-
able and since B is weak* separable, for any positive number « there isX *
 4`  .a countable partition H of V such that d -diam f H - « for eachn ns1 1 n
 .  .n, where d -diam f H is the diameter of the set f H with respect to1 n n
 .the metric d see Lemma 2 .1
 . 5  .5Suppose that f t r f t g w*-exp B for almost all t g supp f. WeX *
 .  . may assume that V, S, m is a probability and f V ; w*-exp B seeX *
.the proof of Theorem 7 . There exists a function g from V to S such thatX
 .  .   .  ..g t exposes B at f t for every t in V. By Lemma 4, f t , g t s 1X *
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 .and the norm on X is Gateaux differentiable at g t for every t in V. For
any subset A of V, integer k ) 0, and positive numbers « and l, we put
A « , l, k s t g A: g t q l x q g t y l x y 2 .  .  .i i
- l« for 1 F i F k .4
 .  .  .Then A s D A « , l, k and A « , l , k ; A « , l , k whenever l -l) 0 2 1 1
  ..l . Thus for any d ) 0, there is l ) 0 such that m* A « , l, k )2
 .  .  .m* A y d . It is obvious that A « , l, k s A l V « , l, k .
1 1  ..  .Let 1 ) « ) 0. There is 1 ) l ) 0 with m* V « , l , 1 ) m V s .1 1 1 1 2 2
 .  .Choose a measurable set E such that V « , l , 1 ; E and m E s1 1
1  ..m* V « , l , 1 . Let « s l « . Since g is of separable range, by Lemma1 1 2 1 12
 4`2 and Lemma 3 there exist a countable partition F of E andn ns1
 .  .  .  .A ; V « , l , 1 l F such that m* A s m F , d -diam f F - « ,n 1 1 n n n 1 n 2
1n1 .  .and diam g A - « for each n. Choose n ) 0 such that u D F ) .n 2 1 js1 j 2
By induction there exist l ) 0 and n ) 0 for i ) 0, and subsets F andi i a
 4  4A of V for a in D , where D s 1, . . . , n = ??? = 1, . . . , n , such thata k k 1 k
 .  .  .assertions 1 ] 6 hold we use notations as in the proof of Theorem 7 :
 .  .  .1 F is measurable, A ; F , and m* A s m F ,a a a a a
 .2 F ; F and A ; A is b G a ,b a b a
 .3 F l F s B if a and b are not comparable,b a
 .  .  .4 for each a g D , we have A ; V « , l , k and diam g A -k a k k a
1 .« , d -diam f F - « , where « s l « .kq1 1 a kq1 kq1 k k2
1 .  .5  m F ) ,a g D a 2k
 .6 l - l and l - 1.kq1 k 1
 4Let E s F D F and D s a g D : A l E / B . Choose1 k G1 a g D a k k a 1k
t g A l E and define, for each k ) 0, functions g and f from E toa a 1 k k 1
S and S respectively byX X *
g s g t x , f s f t x . .  . k a F k a Faa
agD agDk k
1  .   ..  .Then m* E l D A s m E l D F s m E G and1 a g D a 1 a g D a 1 2k k
5  .  .5g t y g t - « almost everywhere on E . So we may assumekqm k kq1 1
5  .  .5that g t y g t - « for all t in E . The pointwise limit h ofkqm k kq1 1 1
 4`  . 5  .  .5the sequence g is measurable, h t g S , and h t y g t Fk ks1 1 X 1 k
 .« . Fix t in E ; it follows by 4 and the definitions of f and g thatkq1 1 k k
  .  ..   .  ..   .  ..f t , g t s 1 and d f t , f t - « . Hence, f t , h t s 1 be-k k 1 k kq1 1
  .  .  ..cause for any « ) 0 there is k ) 1 such that f t y f t , h t ) y« andk 1
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« - « which guarantee thatk
1 G f t , h t s f t , g t y f t , g t y h t .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .1 k k k k 1
q f t y f t , h t )1 y l « y «)1 y 2« . .  .  . .k 1 k k
Using an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 7, we can
 .show that for almost all t in E the norm on X is differentiable at h t in1 1
 4`the direction of x for all n ) 0. Since x is dense in S , the norm onn n ns1 X
 .X is Gateaux differentiable at h t for almost all t in E .1 1
 4`By induction we can find a sequence E of measurable sets andn ns1
  .  ..measurable functions h from E to S , such that f t , h t s 1 andn n X n
 .the norm on X is Gateaux differentiable at h t for almost all t in E ,n n
1 n n .  .m E G m V _ D E , and E ; V _ D E . It follows thatnq1 js1 j nq1 js1 j2
 ` .  4`m V _ D E s 0. Thus we may assume that E is a partition ofns1 n n ns1
V. Let h be a function from V to X whose restriction on each E equalsn
  .  .. 5  .5 5  .5h . Then f t , h t s h t s f t s 1 and the norm on X is Gateauxn
p .differentiable for almost all t in V. Hence the norm on L m, X is
 . 5 5 5 5Gateaux differentiable at h and F h s F h s 1. Therefore F mustp
be a weak* exposed point of B p by Lemma 4.L  m , X .*
To prove the ``only if'' part of the theorem, let g g S p such that gL  m , X .
exposes B p at F. Using the stronger version of Lemma 1 mentionedL  m , X .*
5  .5above we may assume, as in the proof of Theorem 5, that g t s
5  .5   .  .. 5  .5f t s f t , g t and f t is either 1 or 0 for each t in V. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that V s supp f. To finish the proof of
 .  .the theorem, it suffices to show that g t exposes B at f t for almost allX *
t in V. To prove this by contradiction we assume that it is not true that
 .  .g t exposes B at f t for almost all t in V. Let D be the setX *
t g V : g t does not expose B at f t . 4 .  .X *
 .  .  .Then m* D ) 0. For each t in V _ D, let h t s f t and for each t in D,
 .  . 5  .5  .since g t does not expose B at f t and g t s 1, we can choose h tX *
  .  ..  .  .such that h t , g t s 1 and h t / f t . Thus h is a function from V to
  .  ..  .  .S such that h t , g t s 1 for all t in V but h t / f t for any t in D.X *
   .  .. 4 `Let D be the set t g D: d f t , h t ) 1rn . Then D s D D andn 1 ns1 n
 .  .so m* D ) 0 for some n. Hence there is r ) 0 such that m* A ) 0,n
   .  .. 4where A is the set t: d f t , h t ) r . Choose a measurable subset E of1
 .  .V such that E > A and m E s m* A . The restriction of g to the set E
p < .then exposes the restriction of F to the ``subspace'' L m , E, X ofE
p .L m, E, X of which the restriction of f to E is a weak* density, where
<m is the restriction of m to E. For simplicity of notation, we assume thatE
 .  .  .m* A s m V and g V is separable. By Lemma 3, there exist a count-
 4`  .able partition E of V and A ; A l E such that d -diam h A -n ns1 n n 1 n
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y1  .  .2 and m* A s m E for each n. By Lemma 2, we may assume thatn n
 . y1  . y1diam g E - 2 and d -diam f E - 2 .n 1 n
Let D be the set of all finite sequences of positive integers with the
partial order given by
i , . . . , i F j , . . . , j if and only if mFn and i s j .  .1 m 1 n k k
for ks1, . . . , m.
 .The order of a equals m if a s i , . . . , i . Let D be the set of all1 m k
elements in D whose order is k.
 4`For each n, we can use Lemma 3 to find a countable partition En, m. ms1
 . y2of E and A ; A l E such that d -diam h A - 2 andn n, m. n n, m. 1 n, m.
 .  .m* A s m E for each m. We may also assume thatn, m. n, m.
 . y2  . y2diam g E - 2 and d -diam f E - 2 . By induction, there aren, m 1 n, m
measurable set E and subset A of E l A for a in D , k ) 0, such thata a a k
m E s m* A , d -diam h A - 2yk , diam g E - 2yk , .  .  .  .a a 1 a a
d -diam f A - 2yk , .1 a
 4  4E is a partition of E , and E is a partition of V .a n a nnG1 nG1
For each a g D, pick an element t g A and define for each k G 1 aa a
function h byk
h s h t x . .k a Ea
agD k
It follows from the above construction and triangle inequality that
  .  .. yk   .  .. ykd h t , h t - 2 for all t in V and d f t , h t ) r y 2 and1 k kqm 1 k
  .  .. yk  4h t , g t ) 1 y 2 for all t in the union of A , and thus fork a a g D k
 4`almost all t in V. Let h be the pointwise limit of the sequence h0 k ks1
 .   .in weak* topology. Then h is weak* measurable, h t g B , d f t ,0 0 X * 1
 ..   .  ..h t G r, and h t , g t s 1 for almost all t in V. Let F be the0 0 0
p . 5 5element in L m, X * with h as a weak* density. Then F s 1 s0 0
 .F g and F / F, violating the uniqueness of a Gateaux derivative.0 0
 . 5  .5Therefore f t r f t g w*-exp B for almost all t g supp f , and theX *
proof is complete.
5. EXTREME AND STRONGLY EXTREME POINTS
In this section, we study extreme and strongly extreme points in
p .L m, X *. We will use some results in Section 3 and some remarks at the
beginning of Section 4.
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THEOREM 12. Suppose that X is a separable Banach space and F belongs
p . pto L m, X * with weak* density f. Then F g ext B if and only ifL  m , X .*
5 5  . 5  .5F s 1 and f t r f t g ext B for almost all t in supp f.X *
5 5  . 5  .5Proof. Suppose F s 1 and f t r f t g ext B for almost all t inX *
1  . psupp f. Assume F s F q F for F and F in B . Let f be1 2 1 2 L  m , X .* i2
1  .a weak* density of F for i s 1, 2. Since f q f is a weak* density ofi 1 22
1  . F, the functions f and f q f agree almost everywhere see the1 22
1. 5  .5 5 w  .  .x5remarks at the beginning of Section 4 . Since f t s f t q f t F1 22
1 w 5  .5 5  .5xf t q f t for almost all t in V, we have1 22
15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 51 s f F f ? q f ? , f ? s f ? s 1. .  .  .  .q q qq1 2 1 22
q . 5  .5Since L m is strictly convex, we have, for almost all t in V, f t s1
15  .5 5  .5 w 5  .5 5  .5x 5  .5f t . Since f t F f t q f t s f t for almost all t in V2 1 2 12
5 5 5 5 5  .5 5  .5and since f s 1 s f , we must have f t s f t for almost all tq q1 1
5  .5 5  .5in V. So f t s f t for almost all t in V. Thus f s f s f almost2 1 2
 . 5  .5everywhere since f t r f t g ext B for almost all t in supp f. HenceX *
F s F s F . Therefore F g ext B p .1 2 L  m , X .*
5 5 5 5pConversely, since F g ext B , we have F s 1 s f . WithoutqL  m , X .*
 .loss of generality, we may assume that V, S, m is a probability measure
 .  .space and f V ; S . Assume that it is not true that f t g ext B forX * X *
almost all t in supp f. Then there is a function h from V to S such thatX *
5  .  .5  .f t " h t s 1 for all t in V and h t / 0 holds for t in a subset of V
of positive outer measure.
 4`As in the proof of Lemma 11, let x be a dense subset of S and letn ns1 X
 . ` yn <  . <d be the metric on X* given by d x*, y* s  2 x x* y y* . Then1 1 ns1 n
the topology on every bounded subset of X* induced by the metric d1
coincides with the weak* topology on that set. Let D be the set t g V:
  .. 4    .. 4d 0, h t ) 0 and let D be the set t g V: d 0, h t ) 1rn . Then1 n 1
`  .D s D D and so m* D ) 0 for some n. Hence, there is r ) 0 suchns1 n n
 .    .. 4that m* A ) 0, where A s t: d 0, h t ) r . As in the second part of1
 .  .the proof of Theorem 11, we may assume that m* A s m V and we can
then choose measurable set E and subset A of E l A for a in D ,a a a k
k ) 0, such that
m E s m* A , d -diam h A - 2yk , d -diam f E - 2yk , .  .  .  .a a 1 a 1 a
 4  4E is a partition of E , and E is a partition of V .a n a nnG1 nG1
For each a g D, pick an element t g A and define for each k G 1a a
 .  .functions h and f by h s  h t x and f s  f t x .k k k a g D a E k a g D a Ek a k a
5  . 5 5  .  . 5   .  .. y kThen f t s f t " h t s 1, d f t , f t - 2 ,k k k 1 k
  .  .. yk   . .d h t , h t - 2 , and d h t , 0 ) r for all t in V and m G 0.1 k kqm 1 k
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 4`Let h be the uniform limit of the sequence h with respect to the0 k ks1
  .. 5  .metric d . Then h is weak* measurable, d 0, h t G r, and f t "1 0 1 0
 .5 p .h t F 1. Let H be the functional in L m, X * with weak* density h.
Then H / 0 and F " H g B p , contradicting the fact that F gL  m , X .*
 . 5  .5pext B . Therefore f t r f t g ext B for almost all t in supp f ,L  m , X .* X *
and the proof is complete.
The hypothesis of separability of X in the above theorem is crucial as is
shown by the following example. We mainly follow the argument of Greim
who used the example to show the existence of an extremal vector-valued
p w xL -function taking no extremal vectors as values 4 .
EXAMPLE 13. Details of the proof of some of the assertions in the first
w x. w xpart of this example can be found in Chapter VI of 1 Let V s 0, 1 and
 . `w xlet V, S, m be the usual Lebesgue measure space. Then L 0, 1 is a
C*-algebra. Thus if K is the set of all non-zero multiplicative linear
`w xfunctionals on L 0, 1 with the relative weak* topology, then K is compact
and by the Gelfand]Naimark theorem the evaluation mapping G from
`w x  .  . .  . `w xL 0, 1 to C K such that G f k s k, f for f in L 0, 1 and k in K is
 .a surjective isometric algebra isomorphism. If t is a functional on C K
 . y1 . .  .defined by t g s H G g t dm t , then by Riesz representation theo-V
rem there is a unique Radon measure m on K representing t , i.e,.
 .  .  . w xt g s H g k dm k . For each Lebesgue measurable subset E of 0.1 ,K
  ..  .there is a unique subset denoted by G E of K such that G x s x .E GE .
Then the following assertions are true:
 .   . 41 G E : E g S is a clopen basis for the topology of K ;
 .   ..  .2 m G E s m E for every E in S;
 .  .3 the measure m is positive and m K s 1;
 .4 the s-algebra of m-measurable subsets of K is the m-completion
  . 4of the s-algebra generated by the algebra G E : E g S .
Every non-empty open subset of K has positive measure because it
contains a non-empty clopen set and every non-empty clopen subset of K
 .has positive measure. Let X be a Banach space. Using 4 , one can prove
1 . 1 .that there is an isometric isomorphism I from L m, X onto L m, X1
 .such that I xx s xx for x in X and E in S. Suppose f is a1 E GE .
w x  .bounded and weak* measurable function from 0, 1 to X*. Define F fG
from K to X* by
F f k , x s G f ? , x k . .  .  .  . . . .G
 .It is obvious that F f is well-defined and weak* continuous, i.e., contin-G
uous with respect to the weak* topology on X*. Since
5 5w xF f k , x s G f ? , x k F f ? , x F f x .  .  .  .  . .  . . . ``G
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 w x  `w x 4. 5  . .5where f s g : g g L m, X*, w* and g '*f , sup F f k , k gG
4 5w x5K F f . So F induces a contractive bounded linear operator T from` G
`w x  . w x.  .L m, X*, w* to C K, X*, w* , such that T g s F f if f '*g and fG
5 5  .is bounded, where the norm on C K, X*, w* is the superemum norm
5 5 5  .5 4 `w xgiven by f s sup f k , k g K . Define T from L m, X*, w* to1
`w x w x. w w x.x w x `w xL m, X*, w* by T g s T g for g in L m, X*, w* .1
Claim. T is an isomorphism such that T is the inverse of IU , where1 1 1
U `w xI is the conjugate operator of I , here we identify L m, X*, w* with1 1
1 .L m, X *.
w x `w xTo prove the claim, let g be an element in L m, X*, w* and choose
f such that f '*g and f is bounded. For any x in X and E in S we
have
f , xx s f t , xx t dm t s f t , x x t dm t .  .  .  .  .  .  . . .H HE E E
V V
s G f ? , x x ? k dm k .  .  .  . . .H E
K
s G f ? , x k G x ? k dm k .  .  .  .  . . .  .H E
K
s F f k , x x k dm k .  .  .  . .H G GE .
K
s F f k , xx k dm k .  .  .  . .H G GE .
K
s F f , xx s F f , I xx . .  .  . . .G GE . G 1 E
 .   .  ..Thus f, xx s F f , I xx . So we haveE G 1 E
w x w xf , xx s f , xx s F f , I xx s T f , I xx .  .  .  . . . .  .E E G 1 E 1 1 E
U w xs I T f , xx . .  . .1 1 E
 4Since the linear span of the set xx : x in X and E in S is dense inE
1 . w x  U .w x. w x  U .w x.L m, X , we have f s I T f , i.e., g s I T g . So the com-1 1 1 1
U `w xposition I T is the identity map on L m, X*, w* ; hence, T is an1 1 1
isomorphism and T is the inverse of IU.1 1
If f is a bounded and weak* measurable function from K to X*, then
w xthere exists a bounded and weak* measurable function f from 0, 1 to X*
w x. w x w x. w  .x  .such that T f s f . Since T f s F f , we have f '*F f . The1 1 G G
 . 5  .5 5 w x.5function F f is weak* continuous on K and F f s T f FG G
5w x5 5 w x.5 5w x5 5  .5f s T f s f . By definition it is always true that F f` ` `1 G
5w x5 5  .5 5w x5G f . Therefore F f s f . Thus every bounded and weak*` `G
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measurable function f from K to X* is weak* equivalent to a weak*
5 5 5w x5continuous function g such that g s f .`
w x `w xLet j be the natural embedding of C 0, 1 into L 0, 1 . The set of
w x   ..non-zero, multiplicative functionals on C 0, 1 respectively, on C K is
 w x4   4.  4d : t in 0, 1 respectively d : k in K , where d respectively d is thet k t k
 .  w x4 w xpoint mass measure at t respectively at k . d : t in 0, 1 and 0, 1 aret
 w x4 w xnaturally homeomorphic, so we can identify d : t in 0, 1 with 0, 1 .t
 4Similarly we can identify d : k in K with K. Since the composition Gj isk
 .  4 linear and multiplicative, Gj * maps the set d : k in K into d : t ink t
w x40, 1 . Since Gj is an isometric embedding and since d is an extreme pointt
w xof the unit ball of C 0, 1 * there is an extreme point z of the unit ball of
 .  .  .C K * such that Gj * z s d . It is obvious that z has to be d for somet k
 .  4  w x4k in K. Thus Gj * maps d : k in K onto d : t in 0, 1 , i.e.,k t
 .  . w x  .Gj * K s 0, 1 . Let v be the restriction of Gj * to K. Then v is a
w xcontinuous mapping from K onto 0, 1 .
w xAs in 4 we let Y be a three-dimensional space such that there is a
w x  x.continuous function f from 0, 1 to B with f 0, 1 ; ext B and0 Y * 0 Y *
 . 1w x . `w x .f 0 f ext B . Let X s l 0, 1 , Y . Then X* s l 0, 1 , Y * . Define a0 Y *
w xfunction f from 0, 1 to X* by
< <f s t s f s q t y 1 .  .  .0
 .   .. w xand F from K to X* by F k s f v k for k in K. As was shown in 4 ,
5  .5  .F is norm continuous, F k s 1, and F k f ext B for each k in K.X *
w xUsing argument similar to that in Example 1 of 4 , we can prove that F is
  ..an extreme point of the unit ball of C K, X*, weak* . We may regard F
p . 5 5as an element in L m, X *. It is obvious that F s 1. To show F g
 .p pext B , we assume F s G q H r2 for some G and H in B .L m , X .* L  m , X .*
5 5 5 5Then G s H s 1. Since F is strongly measurable, by Theorem 9,
there are weak* densities g and h of G and H, respectively such that
15 5 5 5  . w  .  .xg s h s 1 and F k s g k q h k for almost all k in K. Itq q 2
5  .5 5  .5follows that g k s h k s 1 for almost all k, thus there exist func-
  ..tions g , h g C K, X*, weak* such that g and h are weak* equiva-1 1 1 1
5  .5 5  .5lent to g and h respectively and g k F 1 and h k F 1 for all k in1 1
1  .K. Since F and g q h are weak* continuous and weak* equivalent to1 12
each other, and since every non-empty open subset of K has positive
1  .   ..measure, we can conclude that F s g q h in C K, X*, weak* .1 12
Thus F s g s h . Since g and h are weak* densities of G and H,1 1 1 1
p . pit follows that F s G s H in L m, X *. Therefore F g ext BL  m , X .*
5  .5  .although F k s 1 and F k f ext B for each k in K.X *
Now we consider strongly extreme points of B p . If X has theL  m , X .*
p . q . wRadon]Nikodym property, then L m, X * s L m, X* 2, Theorem
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x  w x.IV.1.1 ; thus see 5, 10
f t .
p qstr-ext B s f g S : g str-ext BL  m , X .* L  m , X *. X * f t .
for almost all t in supp f .5
However, if X fails the Radon]Nikodym property, then we know very
little about strongly extreme points of B p . The following are twoL  m , X .*
unanswered questions:
 .  . 5  .5p1 If F g S with a weak* density f such that f t r f t gL  m , X .*
str-ext B for almost all t in supp f , is it necessary that F g str-X *
ext B p ?L  m , X .*
 . p2 If F g str-ext B , does there exist a weak* density f of FL  m , X .*
 . 5  .5such that f t r f t g str-ext B for almost all t g supp f ?X *
It is clear from the proof of Theorem 14 that if X is separable and
F g S p such that there is an isometric embedding T fromL  m , X .*
p . qw x  . .L m, X * into L m, X*, w* as in Theorem 9 satisfying T F t r
5  . .5T F t g str-ext B for almost all t g supp f , then F is indeed aX *
strongly extreme point of B p .L  m , X .*
THEOREM 14. Let 1 - p, q - ` with 1rp q 1rq s 1. Suppose f is a
strongly extreme point of B q , then f g str-ext B p .L  m , X *. L  m , X .*
5 5  . 5  .5qProof. Since f g str-ext B , we have f s 1 and f t r f t gqL  m , X *.
w x  4  4str-ext B for almost all t g supp f 5 . Suppose G and H areX * n n
 .psequences in B such that lim G q H r2 s f. We may assumeL  m , X .* n n n
 . p .that V, S, m is s-finite. Let T be the mapping from L m, X * into
qw x  .L m, X*, w* given in Theorem 9. Then T F is a w*-density of F with
5 5 5  .5 p .  .F s T F for every F in L m, X * and T g ' g if g is inq
q . 5  . .5 q .L m, X* , and the function T F ? is in L m by Theorem 10. Thus
 .  . .  . qw xT f ' f and lim T G q H r2 s T f in L m, X*, w* , so we haven n n
1q  .  . . w x 5  . .lim T G q T H r2 s f in L m, X*, w* and lim T G ? qn n n n n2
 . .5 5  .5 q .T H ? s f ? in L m , so we may assume that for almost all t in V,n
1   . .  . .4  .lim T G t q T H t s f t . For every t in V, we haven n n2
1 1T G t q T H t F T G t q T H t . 4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .n n n n2 2
1 15 w 5  . .5 5  . .5x5 5  .  .5Thus lim inf T G ? q T H ? G lim T G q T H sq qn n n n n n2 2
5 5 5 5  . .5 5 5  .5 5f s 1. Since lim T G ? s lim T G s 1 s limq q qn n n n n
5  . .5 5 5  .5 q .T H ? s lim T H , and since L m is uniformly convex, itq qn n n
follows that
5 5 5 5lim T G ? y T H ? s 0. ) .  .  .  .  .qn n
n
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Since
1 1 15 5 5 5 5 5T G t q T H t F T G t q T H t .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .n n n n2 2 2
1 5 5q T G t q T H t , .  .  .  . 4n n2
we can show, using arguments similar to the above, that
1 15 5 5 5 5 5lim T G ? q T H ? y T G ? q T H ? s 0. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . qn n n n2 2
n
)) .
Thus
1 5 5 5 5 5 5lim T G ? q T H ? y f ? s 0. .  .  .  .  . qn n2
n
 .  . q .It follows from ) and )) that in L m we have
5 5 5 5 5 5f ? s lim T G ? s lim T H ? . ))) .  .  .  .  .  .n n
n n
w 5  . .5 5  .5xq 4`Thus the sequence T G ? q f ? is uniformly integrable, andn ns1
5  . .  .5 q 4`  .so is the sequence T G ? y f ? . By ))) we may assume that,n ns1
for almost all t in V,
5 5 5 5 5 5f t s lim T G t s lim T H t . .  .  .  .  .n n
n n
 .   . .  . .. .  . 5  .5Since f t s lim T G t q T H t r2 and f t r f t g str-ext Bn n n X
 .  . .for almost all t g supp f , it follows that f t s lim T G t sn n
 . . 5  . .lim T H t for almost all t in V. Since the sequence T G ? yn n n
 .5 q 4`f ? is uniformly integrable and converges to 0 almost everywhere, wens1
 . qw x phave lim T G s f in L m, X*, w* . Hence f g str-ext B . Thisn n L  m , X .*
completes the proof.
We do not know whether every extreme point of B q must be anL  m , X *.
extreme point of B p . The difficulty lies perhaps in the fact that notL  m , X .*
w xqevery extreme point of B is extreme point valued 4 . It is obviousL  m , X *.
q . 5 5  . 5  .5that if f is an element in L m, X* such that f s 1 and f t r f t gq
ext B for almost all t g supp f , then f g ext B q . We can adaptX * L  m , X *.
the above proof of Theorem 14 to show that f is, in fact, an extreme point
of B p .L  m , X .*
THEOREM 15. Let 1 - p, q - ` with 1rp q 1rq s 1. Suppose f is an
q . 5 5  . 5  .5element in L m, X* . If f s 1 and f t r f t g ext B for almost allq X *
t g supp f , then f g ext B p .L  m , X .*
1  . pProof. Suppose f s G q H for G and H in B . As in theL  m , X .*2
proof of Theorem 8, there is a s-finite measurable subset E of V such
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 .  . p .that G h s H h s 0 for any h in L m, X with supp h ; V _ E. Thus
 .we may assume, without loss of generality, that V, S, m is s-finite. Let T
p . qw xbe the mapping from L m, X * into L m, X*, w* given in Theorem 9.
1 1 .  . w  .  .x  . w  . .Then T f ' f and T f ' T G q T H . Thus f t s T G t q2 2
 . .x 5  . .5T H t for almost all t in V. By Theorem 10, both T G ? and
5  . .5 q .T H ? belong to L m .
For almost all t in V, we have
1 1T f t s T G t q T H t F T G t q T H t . 4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2 2
) .
1 15 5 5  .5 5 5  . .  . .5 5 5 w 5  . .5Since 1 s f s T f s T G ? q T H ? F T G ? qq q q2 2
5  . .5x5 5 5  . .5 5 5 5  . .5 5 q .T H ? and T G ? s T H ? s 1, and since L mq q q
5  . .5 5  . .5is strictly convex, we have, for almost all t in V, T G t s T H t .
 . 5  . .5 5  . .5Then from ) we have T f t F T G t for almost all t in V. Since
5  .5 5  .5 5  . .5 5  . .5T f s 1 s T G , we must have T f t s T G t for almostq q
5  . .5 5  . .5all t in V. So T f t s T G t for almost all t in V. Thus we may
1 .   . .  . .4 5  .5assume that for every t in V, f t s T G t q T H t and f t s2
5  . .5 5  . .5  . 5  .5T G t s T H t . Since f t r f t g ext B for almost all t gX *
 .  . 5 5 5 supp f , it follows that f'T G 'T H . Thus we have fyG s T f y
.5 5  .  .5 5  .5 p .G s T f y T G s f y T G s 0. So f s G in L m, X *.q q q
Hence f is an extreme point of B p , and the proof is complete.L  m , X .*
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